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The purpose of this information 
sheet is to provide important 
information about the Clear 
Focus One Way Vision ExitVue 
product.   
 
ExitVue is a special printable 
perforated window vinyl film, 
which complies with the law 
when installing graphics onto 
certain bus emergency exit 
windows. 

Background 
The National Heavy Vehicle 
Regulator (NHVR) is requiring all 
Australian state and territory 
road and transport 
departments, when inspecting 
buses, including coaches and mini-buses, that they ensure the perforated vinyl film installed on 
certain emergency exit windows comply with the relevant legislation and regulations governing 
this area.  In this instance, it is the Australian Design Rules (ADR) 44 and 58.   
 
Essentially, the road/transport inspectors will be requiring from the bus company (that is, the 
bus owner or operator) submit evidence the perforated film has been tested by an appropriately 
qualified independent certifier.   
 

Specify ExitVue 
Therefore, when a printer, sign maker or installer is required to print and/or install a Clear Focus 
One Way Vision film onto a bus emergency exit window, they must use ExitVue (not laminated), 
because this is our only certified film for bus emergency exit windows.  Any other film from our 
range or if ExitVue is laminated, will mean the inspector may reject the bus for non-compliance.   
 
We suggest you specify Clear Focus One Way Vision ExitVue for the sign/printing company to use 
on your next bus printing project.  We recommend applying ExitVue on all bus windows, to ensure 
the advertising is consistent across all windows.  
 
ExitVue is available Australia wide from our authorised distributors.  Your printer may contact us 
to learn who is their closest authorised Clear Focus One Way Vision distributor.   
 
It is vital that your printer/installer follows our ExitVue procedures, to ensure the bus is accepted 
for compliance.  These procedures are outlined in our ExitVue Procedures Fact Sheet. 
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